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UFW Support Co"1111. questions CCB actions
Editor,
I would like to provide some
information to members of the
Northeastern community concerning the recent activities 1of
the United Farm Workers
Support Committee.

/
While the Commuter Center
Board resolved last December
that only UFW-picked iceberg ·
lettuce and grapes were to be
served at UNI (or no iceberg
lettuce or grapes at all) , there
had been a reappearance of

scab I'ettuce i11 the food
has covered this istue in t he
service. The Support Commitpast, it should perform followtee returned to the Commuter
ups in the interest of news
Center Board in Noyember,
continuity and completeness ;
demanding that ·the Food
secondly, and much more
~rvice abide by the directives
importantly, the PRINT has
of the Commuter Center
an obligation to cover those
Board, and the wishes of the
occurrences of demonstrable
students, faculty and staff as
concern ~o the UNI communiexpressed in petitions, the
ty . That there is con~ern is
faculty union and the Student
sh'Own by t he afore-mentioned
Senate, in. support of the
endorsements, and petitions.
UFW.
This lack of coverage can t hus
At the meeting, the Food
only
. be explained through
..
Services director, Cliff Harralarbitrary political partisanby Tom W olferman
son, was reminded of his
ship, or inexcusable ineffiobligation to carry out the
ciency on the part _of the
· policies of the Board, and
PRINT assignment editor( s). ·
procedures were set up for
You can jingle your bells and hark your herald angels all you
2) The other question raised
checking of the coolers by the
by the meeting does not
want , bu t when you get right down to the hard, cold facts --- it's
Support Committee to insure
evident that Christmas is just losing all its· class.
directly concern the Farm
that Union lettuce was in fact
Although the season to be jolly is obviously as fes tive as ever,
Workers, but does concern the
being served.
it's still a rather distressing situation when modern kiddies can
UNI community. This year, it
So much for information.
stop off and visit their local department store Santa amidst a .
seems t hat the Commuter
Now, it is time to consider two
fully decked fairy plum village on . their way home from
Center Board has begun
other important questions
trick-or-treating. And the current strain of Santas have lost all
having cold-plate service for a
raised in connectio·n with this
t hat quaint, nostalgic charm. I can accept changing times, but
half hour to forty-five minutes
meeting: 1) Although notified
when merry 'ol Kris Kringle swoops into a shopping center via
before meeting. So, before
supersonic helicopter and clangingly departs in a municipal fire · by the . Support Committee
meeting at 6:35 (the announcthat an important meeting was
truck, I feel somewqat betrayed. And the authenticity o f Santa is
ed beginning of · the meeting
also at crucial stake. Vinyl boots are fine, but sitting on the lap of
to take place, the PRINT sent was 6:00) the Farm Workers
no reporter to cover it. This
a man who has polyester eyebrows, a dacron beard, and
Support Committee was treatMaybelline cheeks simply extinguishes all the. magic.
seems to me to be a gross _ed to the spectacle of the
Perhaps the ultimate Christmas degradation, however, is the
example of journalistic irres- . Board members consuming a
ponsibility on two countsnewfangled gifts that " Santa" can bring. The latest wa~e of
selection of hard rolls , cold .
whizz-bang products for yourig and old alike indicates that, this
first, that since the PRINT
sliced meats and cheeses ,
year, Christmas is being brought to us by Ronco.
·
In tune with all this crass commercialism, a group of retail
department store distributors have promised that this Christmas
is guaranteed to be better thari any.other. As a result of extensive
consumer research, they . have come up with an expanded
Christmas gift list for the 1974 shopper, which includes only the
most ,modern .and innovative products:
p
ULTRA. MAXINE AND .ULTRA 'MAXIMILLIAN STYLINQ
DRYERS
Based . on the . ever-popular,• but con~sing, '. Super Max _styl~ng ·. · Shalom,
butz.:
dry_~rs fo7 men _and -women, Ultra_Ma~me ·a_n d Ultr!'1 Max~n:i~ll~an . · ·1 would like to invite you to
**Kibbutz Ulpan is · a 5½
~re 1dentical ~air_ dt~ers e~cept,Jor one f1eatu1rt~: U!~r1a M11axi~mlhtahrt
experience · the . vast learning month in.tensive stu'dy of. the ·
has the NFL msigma
on
· ·t·ies th a t .I srae1 h as
HebrewJangua.ge', Israeli cus.
. · its spray nozz
· e, .u
·. · ima..,., ya
. .. owmg
- · e ::· · .o ppor·t um
male to 'feel much .mi,re macho while he is ,primping away in his , · to offer. Here is list of. some toms, · Jewish :history, .with
bathroom mirror.
·
,
· ;of them:
.
. , , work on .kibbutz included.
THE COM_P UTERIZED RECORD SELECTOR · _:_ ·· .. _.
. :"':·, ***Dig intothe past at one
Much like,,the original Record Sele~tor, the Cqmputerized Record .· .of Israel's many Arclieologica1 , , ,***The . Society for the
Sel~ctoi is ·a sturdy .p lastic ·,rack wl?,ich _:,tores your favorit~ :,· -sites. A two week minimum ·· P.rotection ·of Nature offers five
albums. Yet _this· rack is far more useful because ,i t · is --1 : stay is required; with some • day courses jn its many Field
computerized ~o . accept only high quality record albums of
programs offering course ereStudy Centers. This provides
unquestionable taste. As a result, the selector automatically
dit.
the student with an undersounds a siren and immediately discards the jacket whenever it
***Kibbutz Programs offer
standing of how the land is
comes upon "The Best of Bobby Vinton ," a Frankie Yankovich - the opportunity of participa- made to work for Israel while
polka album, a Connie Francis original soundtrack, and any
ting in this unique living
maintaining its beauty and
music on the K-Tel label.
'•
experie nce. - A one month
balance.
THE BARBIE DOLL/ G.I. JOE PENTHOUSE
minimum stay is required to
***All major universities in
The kids will be delighted when they see bouncy Barbie and
adequately experience the kibIsrael offer programs for
all-around guy G .I. Joe in their very own decorated penthouse.
Ma ttel, always devoted to progress, has designed the apartment
so that J oe can shack up with Barbie on those lonely 3-day
passes. W ith dozens of roman tic accessories, t he penthouse comes ,
complete with all you need to stage your very own doll affair,
including soft ljghts, waterbed, sherry, and quadrophonic sound
system. (Minia ture paternity suit papers are optional ).
THE REVOLUTIONARY MIRACLE B RUSH
The Revolu tionary Mirac1e Brush is a new product to improve
Editor: Pat O' Brien
Th·e Print . is ·the campus
upon last year 's regular Miracle Brush. Not only does the
Managing Editor: Paula Levy
newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
News Editor: Jean lkezoe
Revolutionary Miracle Brush pick up lint, pet hairs, and carpet
University. Published w eekly, this
A rts Editor: Tom Wolferman
fuzz , but when waved , it also parts the Red Sea, opens up the job
paper is paid jor by student fees
Sports Editor: Pauline Philipps
market, abolishes poverty, stops aches and pains due to colds,
and is largely the work of
Business Manager: Rita Harmata
and persuades Mayor Daley not to run for office another year.
Northeastern students. Material
Photo Editor: Kevin Ramon
ALL-0-MATIC
published · herein is 'not to · be
Cartoonists : Margaret Orewko, KaAll-O-Matic is truly this year's most exciting gift idea. Another
confused with views ex~ressed by
ren Jore,
quality product from Popeil,; All-O-Matic literally does it all. A
the University administration. Print
Columnists: Uni-Corn, Patricia Wexgreat hobby idea for Junior as well as Gramps, this item carves
is located in E-214, phone 683-4050,
ler & John Gold; Pieces, Paula
•"" " R..<>'.i ;.trrtlr t.ll~fvl?,V
JJ.©f[J~ n,
ottles, fe~i ' nts :..,~·J;j011f-.vJt1•1"'1 1 1. t :, ~:,'.,;'" ';:.'.,. cigurette&,I 1 ext. 459.. "" . a
I
Hujambo a-fiki, Marylene Whitevacuums your car, makes coleslaw, dispenses hot shaving cream,
. ., •head
'turns toilet water bt e:·ret Ti ,SE yuorgnrn-s;-t1Sterizes, seals yourmeals, plays Lara' 'Theme from Dr. zh·vag , and -can ·\
mechanically incubate three French hens, two turtle doves, and a ~
partridge in a pair tree.
~ ._ __ __,;.,.._. ____

,.

tom foolery

assorted relishes and salads,
and over half of a large layer
cake. (I speculate that . the
other half may have gone to
the Snack Shop for the next
day). "Naturally," the Support
Committee was not invited to
join the Board. Although the
taste and manners of the
Board memb ers • must b e
wondered ' about in eating in
front of a large group Qf
hungry on-lookers, this is not
the most important question.
What is t he most important
question 1s: who is• paying for
this- little repast?
If the Board members chip
in, I hope they enjoy their
snack. If, however, my $18
pays for it, then I , and all
·other members of the UNI
community, should certainly
take advantage of the dinner.
I , personally, do not relish t he
idea that I may be paying for
" snacks" for an administrator •
who makes five to ten times as
much salary as I do.
Perhaps one of the members
of the Board can enlighten the
community as to this matter.
Maybe we qm find out just
what our $18 does pay for.
·
Sincerely,
Panielle L. Schultz

lsr,a el ·ollers v :a ried

a

.,

a

in,dividuals and groups ~
tb
spend a summ.er, semester,' or
year working toward. a degree.
Many colleges i,n the Uni~~:
States send independent study
groups to Israel also.
For furth~r information .on
any of the above programs, o.r
for general tourist brochures ·
on Israel, please write to mer'
Mr. Eilat Zeev
student Coordinator
Israel Government
Tourist Office
5 South Wabash
Chicago, Ill. 60603

The Staff

~~m::;::::,·~

Staff : Al Albert, A l J3ardel~s, Jeff
Cl ever, Robert Kos ins ki, Geri
Leff ner, Ma xine Le vey,
Paul
Manda, Steve Novak, Dan Pearson, Anna Maria Pezzetta, Mary
Robandt , Georg~ Sawyn,, Miguel
Sola, George Tafelski, Robin Tril ling, Robert Trahan, Doug Widowski, Nancy Wilson,'Joe W)t nn
.9f

<>vRrt
9~1.Ho 2rt<J- !2 i n . b 1
faculty t;onsulfan : t::ly ue ow
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Veto override means 23 % raise for vets
speculate. Most people have a
hard time making it on the
by Paula Levy
present G J . Bill. "
" W e' v e been known a s
Veteran Jack Baker deexpendable before, but never
scribed
his formula for what
inflationary,'· mused veteran
happens
to many veterans in
Mike Newman when President
college.
"First
you go through
Ford announced last week t hat
school for a · trimester and eat
he will definitely veto the
u p your savings. Then you get
proposed increase in the G .I.
a part-time job. Then you try
Bill. Ford termed t he 22 .7%
to keep going to school
increase "fiscally irresponsifull-time
with a full- time job . .
ble. an argume t :hat doesn 't
.finally
you
say 'fuck if an go
sit well with man) L'i -I vets.
back
t
o
t
e
factory ar.J. stay
Channel 7's TV crew came to
there. "
the B-wing on i'Jovember 26 to
Although Lhere V\'as a great
record some of the vets '
deal
of vocal suppof,t: for the
readions to t he veto.
bill,
sQme
Ui'JI ets felc that
" Feople re very upset ,"
the
increase
was unwarranted.
sai
ewman. "This is just a
"
I
already
get
$220 a month
cost of li ing increase,' ' he
· and free tuition .·' said rme. "I
observed, "and the cost of
think tha L's ter ·nc."
liv· ng has already risen 28% .
The ampu s veteran organiThe increase wi I provide
zation
is • also protesting the
almost $50 more per, .m · th for
proposed
bill to tax he income
VETE RANS AFF AI~S student aide Mike Newman [left} and UNI Veterans Represent ative Lou
the single •et who is a
of
disabled
G .I. ·s. " \Ve lost t he
Bielekowski examine files of student vets. [Pl!_oto by Bob Trahan]
full-time student . The bill also
war
..
.
they're
trying to forget
includes a nine month ex tenhe_said, and although there is
about Vietnam. But they can't
According to Newman, Ford
sion for undergraduate studies.
almost sure to override the
no way of knowing how many
forget Vietna m," one man said
has been "playing politics"
"The bill has been in t he works
President's veto. " (Congress
dropped
out because of monebitt erly , " without forget ting
with the bill. Northeastern has
for fourteen months ,'' st1.id - did override the veto t his
tary
proble~s,
"
we
can
about us, too:·
lost almost 200 vets this year,
a nother vet. ''The Congress is . week.)
0

T

•

t files / issue cont inue

Stu

r by Robert J . Kosinski
letter from a faculty mem ber.
Twelve Northeas tern stu- Moch :mys that he, personally,
dents have asked to see th ei 't s ney er. s.ee.J}.Sl,ieh_a let~r~in
record files
der the recently' a s_tude t"s· fi e. He adds that
adop ted Family Educational ·the new latv may inhibit
Rights and Privacy Act of teachers fro m writing to the
1974. The ne-'.' law, originally . r~cords office abou t students,
sponsored '6°y _/ New York's_ . r ega rdless of th e circu m Sen at or Buc:kl~y . p rovid ed
studen ts with complete access
to their records under the
specified guidelin~ of _!cl!il~h
i dividual school. A period '. of
45 day s has been set in which t e school must comply with
the law or risk a cut in federal
funds.
by obert J. Kosinski
Irwin Glicken, a ss is tant
An apparent malfunction of
registrar at Northeastern, says'
the compu ter sy s tem h as
that the new law has caused no
cau sed a · delay in the
particular problems here.
distribution of nearly seven
" We really don 't have many
thousa nd student tuition bills ,
things in the office that are
accordin
g to Nort heastern
t hat non-acce ss ible," adds
officials.
T he problem began
Glicken.
after the initial three thousand
Director of Admissions Eric
bills had already been prepared
Moch says that a Student
·Services sommittee meeting for mailing .
Howard Featherston, Unihas been organized to formu•
versity Management Coordinalate UNI guidelines for
tor says that the cause for the
compliance with the law. We
computer
disorder is still a
says that those guidelines
mystery. He added that the
should be ready by Christmas,
Administrative Computer Usebut he has asked Glicken to
rs Committee would meet
supply students with their files
shortly to discuss the problem.
in less time than the 45 day
" There are a lot of things
maximum limit requires until
that
we don't know yet that
such guidelines are instituted.
we're reviewing to see what
According to Moch , a
caused it," says Featherston,
. student's file contains placement results, admissions appli- " and be sure that it doesn't
happen anymore;"
cations, high school and
Eric M och, director of
college class records , plus any.
admission s, attributed the
number of letters and recomtrouble to the use of a new
mendations which the records
computer
system, but Featheror admis sionS- office ha ve
stone says that the present
received about the student. A
system is the same one which
studen t may con t est any
was used for t he May-June
information that he believes t o
be wrong or unfairly detrimen- - registration with no problems
being encount ered.
tal, such as an unfavorable

stances.
Moch says that 1'ie expects
•to face the "usual'' problem
wi th p a r en ts v, ho won ' t
un derstand that the law opens
the file only to the student
involved, but closes it to them.

0

_
C omputer snafu

snarls reg. billing
Moch says that all of the
tuition bills have been mailed
and were expected to reach the
affected students by Saturday,
Dec. 7, giving them less t han
one week in which t o comply
with the payment deadline
that has been extended one
day to Dec. 12. Students who
have not met this deadline will
have t heir advance registration
cancelled.

PRINT EDITORIAL E LVES for t he coming triJQester include
Rita Harmata [front , and [from left] Bob Ko_sip~ki,'-Jean Jkezoe
and Tom Wolferman . [Photo by Kevin Ramon(
Editors for the W inter '75
trimester were elec t ed b y
unanimous vote last nont h in
t he illustrious PRINT offices
above the cafeteria. None of
the posit ions were contested
despite the usual tendency of
P RINT staffers to argue for no
reason whatsoever. Newcomers
to the editorial jungle are : Bob
Kosinski, editor; Jeff Clever
managing editor ; and Paui
Manda, photo editor.
News editor Jean Ikezoe,
arts editor Tom Wolferman
an d sports ed itor Pauline

P hilipps will remain in their
respective jobs. Rita Harmata
wj l con ti n ue as bus i ness
manager.
T he new year will bring a
need for new ideas, new input,
and new people to join t he
ranks of the harried but merry
P RINTsters. Writers, . repor- ,
ters, photographers, artists ,
and layout people interes ted in
working along a journalist ic
fo rmat should call extension
459 or 454 or come up to
E-214.

......... ..... ...................................
INFORMATION ON
ABORTION
To 24 weeks

State Licensed Clinics

~i~~~
thE

mart. unEXpurgatEd

horror film classic
with shorts and cartoons

• DONATION SL25 •
FRIDAY thE THIRTEENTH of DECEMBER

_Chicago and.Suburbs

thrff showlngs-700 9:30 & MldnttE
Lincoln Park PrEsbytErlan Church

Open 7 days a week

600 WEst Fulk:rton Parkway

Call 8:30 a.ni. to
8:00 p.m.
275-8292

• •

• • •

•

a bEnEflt for OpEn MEdla Corporation.
llstEnEr suppprtEd: non-comfflEl'Clal: ,
community radio
for Chicago and NorthwEst Indiana.
free parking at Aetna State Bank .
2430 N. Halsted

l . \

~
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Parking lot bumps

nnouncement

UNI drivers take their lumps
by Jeff Clever

HOLIDAY FOR ALL. The Institute of Adulthood presents a
night of ethnic music, dance and refreshments. The International
Club of Loop College will be featured on Monday, December 16,
at 7 pm in the Unicorn. Everyone is welcome.

•
THE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS DEPARTMENT is
offering a "Refresher Workshop " for students and in-service
people who plan to take the National Teachers Exam on January
25, 1975. The workshops will be offered on Tuesday, January 14,
and Thursday, January 16 at 4:00 pm in S-102.

Three weeks ago, Campus
Planning declined to answer to
questions regarding the speed
bumps in the parking . lot.
Melvyn Skvarla, Director of
Campus Planning, · has since
offered his views on t he
subject.
Referring to t he drive
separating B-wing and the
Science Building Skvarla said,
''The area will primarily be a
fire lane in the total program. "
(the program for Campus
deyelopment) This obviously
entails keeping the · area clear
for fire trucks and Skvarla
·
mentioned that t here will " be

Class Guitar II will be offered in the Extension Division at
Jack London Junior High School in Wheeling. The course is open
to · ALL students who have either had Class Guitar I or
equivalent experience. For further informatipn and registration
procedures, contact Howard Sandroff, Ex. 443. Class meets
Tuesday, January 14, 1975 fr-0m 7 - 9 P .M. , and every Tuesday ·
until end of term. This is a 2 credit hour course.
·

only a few parking spaces. "
But it seems that placing
5-inch bumps on the drive will
hardly keep the area clear for
fire apparatus in the event of a
fire.
Skvarla then came around to
some of the more popular
reasons for placing the bumps
where they are. " We have
_received complaints that cars
race down the fire lane.
Drivers looking for parking
spaces ignore pedestrians. The
lots are misused and there is
practice driving and dragging
going on. And in addition, we
will have tremendously in. creased pedestrian traffic when
the new student union is

completed. Au tomobiles are
constantly going the wrong
way."
It was pointed out to him
that there are no speed reducers
located near enough to the
pedestrian crosswalk to prevent a serious accident .
Skvarla's reply was , " It's not
uncommon, we wanted to give
clearance to the snowplows to
· clear the walks and fire lane.
However, there will be signs
posted warning the drivers of
the bumps . ·we consulted
traffic engineers about placing
stop signs there (the crosswalk) but the engineers
decided the drivers wouldn't
obey them."

PIE course to focus ·on booze
THE STUDENT SENATE announces the following vacancies
to be filled. 1) Student Fee and Allocation Committee, 2)
Financial Aid Committee, 3) Campus Planning Committee, 4)
Constitution Revision Committee. If you are interested please
contact the Student Senate Office E-205S.
"LUCIA," a film on the state of women in Cuba's struggle for
independence will be presented by the Spanish Club on Tuesday,
December 10 at 1:00 pm and at 7:30 pm in the auditorium. All
are invited.

DUE TO THE DEMAND for _dance classes, the Physical
Education Dept. has added a beginning Modern Dance class.
This class is not listed in the Winter '75 schedule. The class will
meet Mon. and Wed. from 2 to 4, for the first eight weeks for one
credit. For. any information concerning the class call ext. 481.
The North Suburban Chapter of N.O.W . is presenting Karen
DeCrow on december 17, ·1974 at 8:00 p.m. She will speak at
Northwestern University, Tech Auditorium, 2145 Sheridan Road,
Evanston, Ill. Admission is $1.50 for Students with ID 's, and
$3 .00 General Admission. Tickets available a t the Women 's
Center, 619 Emerson, Evanston, ERA Central 53, W. Jackson
and the YMCA 39 S. abash or at the _door.

BringYour&xks
to the

l\ocl<
e-065

by Jean lkezoe

the geography of wine. Millard's course expands on the
Wine, beer and booze being
subject of of alcoholic beveroffered at UNI? In January
ages from sherry to beer and
UNI students can look forward
covers· the products of several
to a new course entitled
continents.
"Wine, Beer and Booze: A
Milla_rd rnentioned . that
Geographical Perspective," ofthere were some problems with
fered by the Geography
the administration about the
Department.
title of the course. " Why can't
Dr. William Millard, instrucwe · have interesting titles for
tor of the course said, " The .
our courses?" he asked.. The
wine thing is a very 'in' thing
main problem was the obj ecin the United States today.
tion to the word "booze" in the
It 's interesting how littie we
title of the course. Mi\lard
know about. t.he t hings we
pointed out that contrary to
consume the most."
. popular use, booze refers to
" We're always looking for
hard liquor in the liquor
courses which serve the needs
industry. It's common refeand interests of the students,
rence to cheap liquor is a
" Millard continued. " A good
misuse of the word. After
percentage of their nonwork
several dictionaries were contime is involved in this."
· Millard stated that this
course is designed to make
students better consumers and
be more aware of t he products
they buy. "This course is
planned as a geographic
adventure for the amateur and
expert alike into t he world of
production, distribution and
consumption of alcoholic beverages. The cla.sses are designed
to heightened your knowledge
and enj oyment of the subject,
'' he said.
A similar coQrse was offered
at the University of Iowa a few
years ago and was very
successful. That course was on

I

sulted, the course title was
finally approved.
" I think it 's going to be fun
and enj oyable," Millard commented. " The key to this is
consumer information." As to
wheth~r there will be alcoholic
beverages served on campus,
the catalog description states
" wine tasting when possible."
"Wine, Beer and Booze: A
Geographical P erspective" will
meet on Mondays and
Wednesday at 1:00 in the
Winter trimester. Interested
s'tudents will be able to sign up
for the 200 level course m
January. · There will be an
extension course offered in
Evanston and both will be for
2 credit hours.

now
for the

Bak~

Jan. 6-1-8-9-I0
. in :-the

. . A,=,~

VANCE TICKEiS NOW 01'< SALE AND
AV/..J'~~2 ,...,- ;J. !.

1.--~~,. _-_
~1=-c.-..J c,un:-: s

A beautiful display of colors graced UNI's stage last week as the
Thai Association presented a program ranging from Thai dancing
to boxing. Students were able to see some of the intricate native
dances of Thailand as well as a demonstration of the fierce art of
Thai boxing. [Photo by Bob Trahan]

·
•
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Photo theft yields huge loss

by Paula Levy

by Pat O'Brien
go ," Sato said. According to ern property Sato and ShinRich Sato and Mas Shinsako
him, the thief knew exactly
sako lost considerable amounts
. of Learning Services had quite
where the most valuable items
of personally owned equip• • • a surprise when they opened were kept,.- and concentrated ment.
their office Tuesday morning.
only on those areas. A cabinet
,, Sato said that they had
· Our teachers are cracked. Granted, this may not be news to The paid found • that their
in one of the darkrooms was locked the outside and inside
most of us . In the long and winding history of higher equcation, offices had been burglarized
the only thing damaged and doors before leaving the night
complaining about one's professors has become a pastime o( sometime during the night,
the thief apparently used a · before the burglary, but that
Olympic proportions. But few terms have provided such relieveing them of several
scissors found nearby to one key unlocks both inside
incredibly worthy reasons for complaint as tii.is one, which may thousand dollars worth of
jimmy it. Chicago Patrolman . and outside doors making
well go down in the record books as The Trimester That Was. photo equipment.
Tom Walsh said he was unable simple work for the thief.
We sensed that something was wrong when we saw the
According to
secur~ty
to find any fingerprint s:
Because_ of the valuables,
policemen running around the Science Building. They had been guards at the scene, no signs
"There's a tremendous chance
Shipsako said they had made
summoned by a UNI professor who· claimed that the contents of of forceable entry were evithis was done by a student,"
several requests to have the
his office had been stolen during the night. What the unwary dent, which led to speculation
Walsh said.
locks in the section changed,
· cops didn 't know was that the professor's be.longings had been that the burglar was someone
Shinsako estimated the loss. but that "they (Buildings and
• move_d to his new office as part of a department-wide · who had keys to the office and
at somewhere between $8,000 Grounds) never got around to ·
reassignment of rooms which had been planned for some time. uses it regularly.
and $9,000. Although much of it."
The teacher in question said that he had not been informed of the
"They knew just where to
the equipment was Northeastmove. The department chairman said that he had. No one else .
said much, publicly. But it was common knowledge that the
professor and . the department head just didn 't get along.
Everyone understood that the teacher had reported the
1
" ro!Jbery'' because he had decided not to budge from-his office (to
'
which he obviously had some great sentimental attachment). All
this took· place, of course, within the Psychology Department,
which gives us a pretty good idea of where we're headed.
by Maxine Levey
jail sentence.
This trimester has witnessed the development of faculty
J osiane Caron. A PhD
The women reacted to all
in-fighting as a fine art. A recent issue of th~ Center for Program candidate at Universite de
that, in such subtle ways as
Development (CPD) newsletter, THE INNOV1\TOR, . was
Provence in France, came to
"L"affair de Poison" when
• devoted to new programs to be offered by tpe Psych Dept. (hold UNI to dispel some myths
about 300 of them revolted in
on to your fedora~, folks). This seemingly innocent publication about French w·omen-and
the court of Louis XIV , having
inspired an angry memo from an English professor which was French men. "France is not
decided it would be better to
distributed throughout the school. The memo slammed the Psych · . ·•the land of .the continental
get rid of men than to deal
Dept.'s plans f;r _an experimental seminar and knocked lover, the coquette, and above
with them.
innovative education in general. All of us who were lucky enough all politesse' as written in s.
On August 25, 1789, the
to get our hands on the memo agreed that the English professor magazine ,
she told the
"Declaration · des droits • de
had shown great courage in signing his name to a treatise that French Club vehemently.
l ' homme et du citoyen "
· was so blatantly close-minded.
, She proceeded to explain
(declaration of rights of man
But that was not the end of that. An entirely new publication that although women were put
and of the citizen) was
soon appeared on campus: THE INNUNDATOR, painstakingly on a pedestal, they did not
published. Olypme de Gouges
created to resemble the Psych issue of THE INNOVATOR, right have nearly the power and
noticed
that someone (femmedown to the name of the editor, Ronald Fielding (a la the real influence attributed to them
woman)
was e~cluded, and in
CPD director, Reynold Feldman). THE INNUNDATOR was by the rest of the world.
1791 published a document of
clever satire, and possibly the most enjoyable reading recently
Caron, who received her
17 articles on woman's r ights,
mimeographed at UNI , although it did become a bit incoherent in masters in women's studies
including the right to vote,
the final pages. It was, however, anonymous, and we still are not from UNI's, UWW traced the
sexual freedom, and control of
sure which member of our esteemed faculty played this cute little status of women from the birth
public aff.,iirs. On November 3,
trick on his colleagues .
of France to the present time.
1793 she was sent to the
· And perhaps we will never be sure of what really happened in
In the 900's, France was
gullotine
..
the Hild case.· President Mullen isn't talking, neither is the occupied by. the Saracens,
Moving to the . twentieth
English Department, and neither is Dr. Hild. The Union of whose manners were not
Josiane Caron [Photo by Rob- _
century, Caron pointed o'u t
Puerto Rican Students, the newly formed Student Federation, exactly what one would call
ert Trahan]
that in 1920 a comprehensive
and a lot of people who simply like and respect Hild as a teacher polished. " It was from these
law
preventing abortions was
are glad that Mullen has "saved" him from being kicked off the men that French men inherited
men."
passed, and F rench women
staff. But how great a victory was it? If the English -Dept. really certain undesfrable tr'a its, "
"The N apoleanic Code _detervoted to remove Hild because he developed . the Language noted Caron.
were admonished because they
mined that social order deWorkshop to help Spanish-speaking students, does · that mean
N apolean said, two centuries
didn 't produce enough chilpended on women being
that Mullen will have to rescure every teacher who does ago, that "woman is given to
dren. "People objecting t·o the
subjugated -to meri," Caron
law
were label ed German
different? The initial Hild retention vote was very close. After man to bear his children. She
pointed out. Article 329, for
collaborators,"
she explained.
Hild and his suppo~ters made .a fuss ·about · the decision, the is his property, as a fruit tree
example, stated that a man
In
1974,
this
.
abortion law
department revote 'was overwhelmingly against him, which belongs to the gardener. ''
who commits adultery in his
remains
exactly
the
same !1-S in
surprised nobody. Does this mean that any teacher who resorts to Balzac, the famous French
home is subject to a fine , while
protest is doomed by some unwritten, archaic, ·academic honor author, -wrote that a woman's
1920. " The adultery laws from
a wqman who commits adulNapolean's time are still in
code? As long as the administration and faculty maintain their plac~ is to "excite the hearts of
tery (anywhere) is subject to a
effect ,'' commen ted Caron
silence, we can only speculate. This speculation in itself, however,
will prove more dangerous in the end than any revelations our
bitterly.
teachers could have made to explain their actions. If we no longer
Women only got the vote on
April 21, 1944, in the post-war
trust their motives , how can we trust their judgement?
If the Psych and English Department predominate in this
governm ent of D eGa ulle ,
The re 1s a d ifferen ce !!!
narrative, it is only because their blunders have been so obvious.
many years aft er U.S. women
The eccentricities of the History, Sociology, Mathematics and
had it. In 1965, a law • of
Education Departments have been relatively quiet the past few
MCAT 5-3- 75
TE o
LS AT
2- 8-75
Napolean's t hat fo bade a
months, but their time will come. I don't mean to imply that all
D AT
1-11-75
s T A T A TO S ■
1- 25-75
woman from walking outside
UNI teachers are insane. Some are quite normal, whatever that
.NAT'L ■ DS. 6- 75'
Es ORE
2- 22 - 75
her home without h er husis. And even those who are unbalanced are not nearly as
band's
permis ion was finally
MCAT C ompac t for Sp ri n g Break
demented as the students who put up with them.
repealed. Only in 1970 was
• · Sprir.g and Summer MCA T Compact Classes
But they're getting there.
family planning authorized by
Excellent Test Prepara tion
the government.
• Voluminous Homework Material

Teachers and sqnity

Speaker ·exposes real' France
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ii see your writing, photos, or artwork in print, now's the ir

: chance
you · dd something about it. Interested? Comet
. : to E-214 any school day or call and talk to the editor, :
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• Limited Class Size
Taped Lessons for Rev iew or Missed Classes
• Course Mate ria l Constantl y Updated
' Instructors Exper_ie nced in Yo4.r Test

Mos t courses begin 8 weeks prior
to' test date - REGISTER EA RLY

STAN LEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
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A government., pos1t10n Caron considers ·token ' because
of its lack of powt>r ~s tha t of
Minis tre a Conditi. 'ts Femininines (Minister of Women's
Affairs) current lv held . by,
• Franc · .-. -: irou -,
•
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LE GOURMET turns in . fork·

Abandons Bryn Mawr eateries
by Tom Wolferman
As t he "Le Gourmet " column comes
to a flavorful close, I turn in my fork
with a strong sense of mixed emotions.
Although many of the eateries we have
trampled through were little more than
metropolitan stomach upsets , I did
learn one important thing: Eating can
be an adventure, and an often perilous
one at that.
Our many adventures down Bryn
Mawr A venue were simply designed to
lightheartedly inform the public that
t he Northeastern community does offer
eating alternatives. And though the
alternatives are often as digestible as a
can of Crisco, it's still good feeling to
know you have at least some .
polyunsaturated choices. (Though I
might add, choosing between a 'C.V;s"
Italian beef and a "Whirley's hamburger is a rather depressing privilege).
Despite the fact that UNI's eatery
exposition is over, it is reassuring, and
even exciting, to know that other
people are pursuing the art of Chicago
eating with gusto - and jotting their
provocative findings down on paper. ln
particular, I am referring to wife and
husband team Jill and Ron Rohde,
whose new · Chicago eating guide is an
interesting digest (no pun intended) of
the local dining-out situation.
Entitled The Good [But Cheap]
Chicago Restaurant Book, the paperback is a portable · encyclopedia of
reasonable, and often obscure, Chicago
restaurants. And what is specifically
invigorating about the Rohde 's m~al
manual is that . they have a particular

Jill and Ron Rohde, authors of THE GOOD [BUT CHEAP] CHICAGO
RESTAURANT BOOK . .

endearment to small ethnic places,
which ultimately offers the reader the
best possible assortment of ·cuisine
reviews.
Spending an entire year literally
eating their way across Chicagoland,
the Rohdes have experienced all types
of foods. In the book's introduction,
they note, "We've found that one of the -·
best and easily the most pleasant ways
to capture the feel and beauty of a
neighborhood is to eat in it. While.
we've always been interested ·in
discovering little, out:,of-the way
restaurants, this past year has been one ·
of exploring Chicago from one end to
the other, seeking out places where the
people go · for authentic cooking at
friendly
prices." As a result of .this
.

pilgrimmage, the Rohdes have put
together an informative book which
covers over 200 eateries filed under
such tempting categories as Budget
Restaurants, Splurges , Sandwiches,
and Snacks.
The format of The Chicago Restaurant Book is simple and direct, though
the authors' often nostalgic comments
add the necessary flair to _make· it
entertaining. Placing asterisks next to
their own · personal favorites, they
approach their task diplomatically,
with the realization that eating is a
very subjective application . Yet,
nevertheless, you realize that these
people truly have a genuine respect and
fondness for food which comes off
shiningly in print. The authors not only

approach the slick business of prices,
hours ; service, and food, but -they also
add their own personal touches,
perhaps commenting on a dinner crepe
that stole their hearts, or a restaurant
owner whose personality , outweighed
the food.
Covering everything from a warm,
but relatively unknown South side
restaurant called " Little Czechoslavakia " to a hasty hot dog haven called
"Wolfy's" to the in-crowd North side
meat-packing palace "R. J . . Grunt's,"
Jill and Ron Rohde have included
samplings to appeal to everyone's
tastes. With their book costing the
price equivalent to an average meal
($2.45 ), it is reasonable enough,
considering it offers such candid truths
as how long you'll have to wait without
reservations, general eating clientele,
and various liquor suggestions.
Perhaps what is best about . "The
Good (But Cheap) Chicago Restaurant
Book" is that you can whip it out in an
instant during those "I-don't knowwhere0do:you-want-to-eat"
occasions,
and get a thorough but person~ble·
,rundown on what to expect at any of
over 200 unique places of dining.
Being a mere UNI "Le Gourmet,"
and having twiddled only down Bryn
Mawr's Avenue of eateries, I now
realize that there lies lurking a whole
world of food experiences ahead of me,
and that variety is ind(!_ed the spice of
life. At least I can assume · one sound
validity after browsing through "The
Good (But_Cheap) Chicago Restaurant
Book." Jill and Ron Rohde are hoping
I'll eat my heart out.

Concert Band

A spectrum of .sight and -sound
by Robin Trilling
The lettering on the door
read Auditorium and · the
printing on the program said
University Auditorium in bold
. black letters- I'm sure, I had
my glasses on. But somehow
someone pulled a switch on me
because even though there
were no cameras present I
could have sworn I was at the
CBS studios watching a
taping. This was the thought
that entered my mind approximately fifteen minutes into the
program of "We Believe in
Music" presented on November 20, at ·8:00 p.m. directed
by Dr. Edgar Gangware,
Northeastern Illinois Universi
ty Concert Band.
When the curtains opened .
the band sat center stage clad
in tuxedos for t he men and a
reaso nabl e facsimile of a
combination tuxedo tails for
the girls. Right away ·1 knew
this wasn 't going to be "j ust
another school concer t." It
wasn· i. j usi. the quality of the
musicians an<l other assorted
perfm ners but the fas hion in
which t his production was
present ed. I use the word
produ ·tion loosely mind you, ·a
Busby Berkley extravaganza
this was not . I do know
·though from .my experience in
high school "music festivals"
that the staging ofteii leaves
much t, · be de!<h :d. T his
concert howevt•r v·:ed .every
inch of space av~uJ..;ble and
0

used it in a very professional
kimonos. Four energetic teenThe band was in fine form as
manner.
agers· dressed in gay and
they played host for the
The band was located center festive costumes represented
evening. Others composing the
stage, the chorus stage left,
the Windy City . Polka Dancguest list included: University
and the brass choir and jazz ers. There were flying bodies
Chamber Singers, James A.
band stage right. To accommoand canes thrown as these
Lucas director, University
date featured performer~ a
spirited girls danced their
Brass Choir, Dr. H . . D. ·
door was blocked off in the far
native polka.
Harmon director, Mr. Charles
right corner and the space was
converted into. a mini-stage.
Dancers made use of the area
directly in front of the center
stage. The music offered
something for everyone. Highlights of the versatile program
by Maxine Levey
prospective ·students. The Naincluded: contemporary works
The Illinois Dangerous
tional Institute of Human
such as tlie bands science
Drugs Commission has awardRelationships (NAIR) confiction like melody-" Speced Northeastern a $153,000 ducts a series of workshops in
trum" and the chorus' selecgrant to implement a career
the area ·of drug abuse
tions from "Hair", a more
ladder drug abuse program
counseling techniques and
traditional piece 'The Swan
through the University Withtreatment modalities. ln addifrom " Carnival of the Aniout Walls.
tion, there are numerous field
mals" ' was performed by
and reading assignments.
Mary Snyder, cello soloist,
with Kundry Berger accompaThis innovative program
nying on piano. The Universi- leads to a BA degree and has
This is the first time that
ty Jazz Band, Duane Mcthe dual objective of providing
UWW has provid@d a series of _
Dowell director broke up the
the students with the neces- . workshops on a specific topic;
audience with it's "Grand
sary skills . to maintain or
usually the programs are
· Junctions Functions" and Bill
better t heir position in the
highly individualized. As with
Demos on tenor saxophone 'drug abuse field , and giving
all UWW programs, graduawith George Sawyn on guitar
them lateral mobility to other
tion is based upon demonstradelighted everyone with "Ya- social service agencies such as
ted competence, not credit
kety Sax" by Boots Randolph .. _ community organization prohours.
The dance portion of the
jects or health services. This
Only persons working full
show was equally diverse.
differs _from similar paraprofestime in some capacity in the
Auera Davila provided u s with
sional programs that have -drug abuse field are eligible for
two!:ruOO)tieuianrre$. Mems&S J)fq f'f beCRroU~ C.C%~-fu 0~1>.,..~kat,)L rn the~pro~rnrn~rAI) 9pep.__irgs &rj:l,
the Midwest Buddist Temple
offers many options.
filled for the winter trimester ;
demonstrated a graceful tradiOutside org:anizations .are an
interested students may apply
tional Japanese dance comintegral part of the program.
in the spring for the Fall
plete :with paper umbrellas and
Kendall college in Evanston
trimester.
beautiful b lue and white
does diagnostic testing for
Dr. Tony Kopera will be the

Edes, guest soloist, and .
Robert Gradl, alto saxophone
soloist. Even though I wasn't
sure if I was in the auditorium
or a television studio, there
was no doubt in my mind that
the performers truly did
"Believe in Music."

$153,000 goes to UWW program ·
faculty advisor for all the
students in the program.
James Williams will be the
assistant advisor, cluster coordinator, and director of the
orientation to the program and
its structure. Pat Sweetman,
presently a consultant in the
poly-drug ' field, will act . as a
consultant for the .program.
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girl keeps movin

Stirrin
by Tom W olferman
Deborah Harmon was an officer in
her F uture Teachers Of America Club
tn high school. But a funny t hing
happened on the way to the Board of
Education . Deborah Harmon became a
Second City actress.
A 1969 gradua t e of Chicago 's
Amundsen high school, Harmon was
voted "Class Chatterbox" and was _also
a member of the pom pom .squad,
religi~usly described in her seni<fr
yearbook as " a squad of fourteen
smiling girls who add to the spirit of_
Amundsen by performing the most
enthralling porn-porn routines t o the
latest in pop music." And believe it or
not,
skit in Second · City's current
revue requires that Deborah once again
fervently swish her porn-porns. She
laughs and proudly ·c omments, "I
remember when I was going to become
a porn-porn girl and my father said
'absolutely not; it's ridiculous; how
many ads are y~u going to find in the
newspaper when you graduate
wanted: porn-porn girl? ' But it_ did
come in, and I was so happy because L
got to say to him 'Aha, you see,
everything is an experience that can be
used sometime!' "
With its present offering being a
retrospective look (entitled "Second
City: The First 100 Years" or "So Far
So Good" ), Second City has been a
consistent caldron of comedy since
1959. And with such reputable alumni
as Valerie Harper, Joan Rivers, David
Steinberg, Mike . Nichols, and Elaine
· May , it is safe to assume that Deborah
. Harmon is now on the verge of an
interesting career. "It's the type of
thing that looks really good on a
. resume, so whenever I decide where to
go or what to do with · it, it's very
impressive ; it makes people stop and·
take a look," she explains.
Second City comedy is unique in that
all the final sketches are ultimately
hatched out of the actors' improvisation sessions. Shows are put together
basically unscripted, and are presented
only after months of collective
brainstroming, workshopping, and
videotaping. Deborah designates the
improvisations as the "bloodstream" of
Second City, and to her, a "lifesent!''
Taking suggestions from the audience
for improve at the end of most shows
offers her and fellow actors the freedom
to experiment with ideas.

Lip spirit' in a new 'school'
Working with fellow actors is an
important facet of Second City, for,
·theatrically, it is not designed as a
spotlight for any one performer. When
an actor does get itchy for stardom, he
is no longer solid Second City material.
" The most important thing about

truly believe as far as professional
theatre goes , the: luck, who you know,
and then maybe third or fourth comes
talent." Much like a mini Lana Turner
discovery story, she believes her
success was a matter of tuning. " I was
at the right place at the right t ime,"

0

a

From Porn-porn girl ..... .

Second City is that it's ensemble,"
Deborah emphasizes. "You hav-& to
work together. If you·'re ou,t there for
yourself, it's going to show." Apparently the current company has no
problems in working as . a team .
Nominated for a Joseph Jefferson
award for best ensemble, the troupe has
put Second City back into an area of
recognition which has been overlooked
for four years now. And Deborah
.couldn't be happier. "It was wonderful
for .us, " she glows, "because I guess it
was showing we were an ensemble."
Surprisingly enough, Deborah is
presently the only native Chicagoan in
her company. A graduate of Northern
· Ill. University with a degree in theatre
arts , she spent a "worthwhile" year
studying at the University of Grenoble
in France. Right out of college, she
nabbed-the job at Second City. " I was

To 2nd City act1:ess!

real lucky," she admits.
As far as her internship with Second
City goes, Deborah looks .upon her stay
as an educational experience. Bernie
Sahlins, her producer, likes to think of
Second City as a school, and,
undoubtedly, he is justified in doing so,
for its performers have the all-encompassing triple duties of being writers,
actors, · and directors. The Second City
stage itself is a haven for any
innovative actor. Deborah notes that
" the whole world-the whole universe
is yours, because you can turn that
stage into anything you want, which is
strange, just by saying it. And the
audience accepts it." She gestures.
"This is Mars! This is a pork chop!
And they believe it because they 've
come through the show to realize that 's
possible." And no doubt if you've ever
·visited Second City, you probably have
come to terms with the fact tht

anything is ·possible. Second City has
satrically touched and often stabbed
nearly· every possible subject, t hough
Deborah smilingly testifies that they
don 't deal with custodial humor such as
" potty jokes" or " basic poor taste. "
Within the current show, Deborah is
given t he opportunity to display her
comedic taients with a few identifiable
characters, including a mourner paying
last respects to a man who has died by
catching his head in a giant can of Van
Camp 's pork and beans. To get an
intricate characterizat ion, Deborah uses
both strangers and intimate friends.
. For the inner qualities, she uses people
she actually knows well, but for
appearances, she takes advantage of
Chicago's wealthy warehouse of charac. ters. " I like to take the bus a lot," she
explains, "and the el and the subway,
and find people. I remember in college I
had to· play an older woman, and I used
· to go downtown DeKalb and follow old
. ladies around! "
Career-wise, Deborah plans to stay at
Second City at least another yea:r. She
· hasn 't really decided whether she wants
to move into legitimate theatre (New
York} or TV and movies (Los Angeles).
Being one of the youngest members of
1
her troupe, she is in a comfortable spot.
With plenty of decision-time, she can ·
enjoy Second City as a sort of
. post-graduate workshop. She does
· admit she is a very spontaneous person
and that "someone else will have to do ,
the planning for her."
Deborah defiantly has no desire to
become a housewife, with her career
being most important to her. Yet wi th
an already illuminated future , does she
yearh -to become a star? " I don' t really
have any great ambitions to become a
star," she answers . "I want to be
happy. And I want to do things that
make me happy. I don 't have any long
range plans. When I don 't build up my
hopes, if something doesn 't happen ,
then I won 't be disappointed. And if
something does, then it will be a
pleasant surprise."
With a career that has already
become a pleasant suFprise, Deborah· s ·
situation is an exciting one; her Second
City "degree" being a token to limitless
acting possibilities. And that 's a nice
spot to · be • in if you 're Deborah
Harmon, when only five years ago, you
were a pom-pomming member of the
Future Teachers of America.

Drama group m'embers reach finale
by Tom W olferman
Allan Bates ' students tended to get a bi t dramatic this
trimester. But that was the
whole idea .
The idea involved was an
intensive study of theatre,
encompassing 16 weeks of
reading modern plays, writing
original scripts, acting, directing, and atten~ing Chicago
t he atr e . Directed by UNI
English instructor / playwright
Allan Bates, the 12-hciur class
cluster proved to be more than
a mere taste of drama. For
many students , it was a major
gulp.
erhaps one of the more
interestin'g1 gulps~as &Ren by
Drama Grouper Robin Trilling.
Examination of her reflections
on the trimester can offer a
basic insight into what the
drama group. accomplished.
.
.

When originally registering
for " The Drama Group ,"
Trilling had no idea what to
expect. And when September
came lumbering in, she almost
backed out. "It was a wee~
before and I got real scared,
she recalls. " I though everyone
was goin g t o b e ver y
experienced. So I was going to
go to school, drop out, take my
money, artd go to Oakton ."
Bu t realizing she was merely
undergoing a paralyzing lack
of confidence, she fo rged one
"I decided the only reason I
wanted to drop it was because
I was afraid. So I decided if
Inothingdetse~ ·1 hun et't t'l'te"""
class, I'd do it to overcome my
fear_ ,.,.... ·~· · '
.. ·-,.,~-~..
Yet after two months of
loo sening up with fellow
stude n ts' scripts, Trilling

r·

0

stumbled into what became a
an original piece which is to be
nice to know your teacher is
startling and rewarding high
presented in the g roup 's final · still learning too. "
point. Allan Bates ' play, " East
showcase production, Trilling
And t he learning will come
L'iberty, P.A. ," was opening at
feels strong about her directto an exciting climax when on
the Barry Street Free Theatre,
ing because she believes she's
Friday a nd Saturday nigh ts,
and she. stopped over at -=1
"a fair person," aggressive
Dec. 13th and 14th, Robin
rehearsal one night to help out
enough to point out acting
Trilli~g and her classmates
with props. To her disbelief,
moves.
will present both original and
tha t same night she was
In reference to Hates as an
established scripts in conj uncwritten into t he script as a
instructor, Trilling poin ts out
tion with Dick Hesler 's acting
grand finale. T he piece, which
t hat he is "a friend and a
lab . Beginning at 8: 00 p. m .,
contained numerous allusions
human being" as well as an
th~ evenings prom ise to be an
to familiar Americana, deinstructor. She notes that his
enlightening view of what
manded that Trilling don her
criticism is always construe- students can accomplish in
high school prom dress and
tive, in contrast to other
drama when given a creative
Kate Smithishly belt out "God
professors who usually say
atmosphere and a sense of
Bless Americ a," a rather
"No that is wrong and go on
freedom. Open to anyone with
unlikely role ior someone who
to find someone who's got the
a curiosity, the ''. demonstra•
almos 't"'clropped"t'h-ir~<:!hi'S's~ our~ rigl:tt amswimvl .Tiun.slaS6J~liwJ tio. ; l·9w.~li;
I?,resleln tj ed
in''"'J.JUJJJ
the
..,
,n'.;, ' J •
ll)J
of fear.
had no syllabus and plenty of Litt e
eatre v1cm1 Y on
Th'ougn 'her ' acting is not
healthy freedom. Communicacampus . And with Allan
really what Trilling is most
tion was always fluent. Trilling
Bates' students running the
proud of, she does get excited .explains she "learned a lot . show, there 's no doubt it will
about directing. Working on
from him (Bates), but it's
be- a dramatic occasion.
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Sergio Mendes

•

Not just run of the 'mill'.

• corn.•
by Pa~ricia Wexler &John Gold

by"'Jeff Einbinder
"Sergio Mendes and Brazil
'77 and "The Miracles" opened
their engagement on Tuesday,
Nov. 26, !}nd what a performance it was.
While "Sergio Mendes and
Brazil '77 were getting ready
for their show backstage, "The
Miracles," whose latest hit is
" Do it Baby", did such an
excellent job of warming up
the sudience that by the end of
the show the audience was
st~nding up and clapping to
the music. I wish " The
Mirac'tes'' continued success in
their careers and .in their
affiliation with · Motown Records.
" And now , we are proud to
present Sergio Mendes and
Brazil 77, states the announcer
and suddenly the audience
starts to clap, cheer, and
whistle. Their presence seemed
to put the audience und~r a
spell right up to the finale. The
group started with the song
"Pretty.· World" and then
continued with such songs as ,
" Going out of My Head, "
"Waters of March," "I Believe ,'" written by Stevie
Wonder, and one of the songs
on their new album, "Like a
Lover, " as well as music from
some South American countries. For their finale , they
chose the song " Fool .on The
-Hill," one of their biggest hits,
a nd my favorite. After completing "Fool on The Hill," the
audience gave "Sergio Mendes
and Brazil 77 " such a great
standing ovation that they

U.F.O.'s

Sergio Mendes and Brazil '77 warming the audience at Mill Run
with their cool, music.
·

couldn't leave without playing
one more song for such a good
ai:tdience. The song they chose
was "The Look of Love," and
even after this selection was
over, and the group was
exiting, the audience gave
them anothe!' standing ovation.
In this day and age it is·
refreshing to note that unlike
-other top performers, who
have forgotten how they got to
the top , "Sergio Mendes and·
Brazil 77 " have not let success ·
go to their heads. Through
Sergio Mendes and his two
female voca'lists Bonnie and
Sandy were tired from their
exhausting performance, and
despite the freezing weather,
they stopped to sign autographs and exchange words
with some of their fans who

had been waiting outside in
the cold for almost thirty
minutes. Because of their
abiiity to provide music that
all people can enjoy and their
willingness to · be friendly to
the people responsible for their
continued success, I must say
that I respect them and wish
them continued success in
their careers. I am looking,
forward to their new · album
and I am sure my readers are
too.
Before.Mill Run closes down
January 1st for the winter I
suggest you see the~ remaining shows including such
performers as Sandler and
Young, Red Buttons, Dec.
6-15 ;° Al Green, The Dramatics , Dec. 16-22 ; and Redd
Foxx, Slappy White, Dec.
27-31.

commentary

The grad school game plan
By Patricia Wexler
- The Graduate Record Exam (GRE).
. There· are many reasons why, - after four
Although Northeastern seldom forgets to
grueling years of undergraduate work, some of remind you that the final payment of your bill is
us have an unexplainable desire to pursue our due, they did slip up in informing graduating
education at the Graduate level. The main seniors about this most important test. Not all
problem with seeking higher degree is getting colleges require it, but unfortunately the one I
yourself accepted to the school of your choice. wanted, did. I found out that th·ey required it on
Since December is rolling around and I will be October 28th. The test was October 26th. The
gradµating from UNI, I am writing this to next test date is not until December 14th. This
hopefully give you a few tips which I, presents terrible problems for someone who
unfortunately, had to learn the hard way.
needs all requirements in by December · 1st.
First· of all, if graduate school is your thing, Even if Northeastern doesn't publicize the GRE
get your application in well in. advance. A good a bit more and make seniors aware, you are
six months before you graduate is a great time hereby warned to check into it. A year before .
to start getting things together, such as official graduation is not too soon to start chekcing the
transcripts and letters of recommendation.
available test dates. Remember, it takes four to
If you should decide to stay at UNI to expand six weeks to get the results, and if it doesn ' t go
your mind, I can say with fair certainty that if well the first .time, you may want to take it
the grades are worthy, and you've been their again.
undergraduate babes, they'll accept you-but-:
Although some of the; e things might sound
Go to the head of the department you are trivial to freshmen, sophomores, juniors or even•
seeking your degree with and have a good batch some seniors, trust ·me when I say
of questions with you. Don 't be afr<!id to ask -although you may think that you'll be happy
quesbons you think are duml,>-after all, you just to make it through Northeastern, and that
need answers, and why waste a smart question Graduate School is for the super intellect, things
only to get a dumb answer.
•
might change some day. You may suddenly find
At UNI it is best to become a Classified yourself with a desire to continue your
Graduat e student that has been accep ted by the education. There'll you 'll be, a graduati~g senior
Departmen t-which will then assign you an and _no place to go, as I was,
advisor. If you allow yourself to be ar,.
Plan ahead and heed my word s of advice. I'd
unclassified graduate student it can prese:i:it hate to see you work hard to graduate and then,
problem s. You mav ·find your~~lt~i~!fint;U1P%fmuvJ>eCa.umR::lf10U &PP.li!'l!;!Josda.te. tfl.G:r;aduate schoo~
vu vu » ~,HHV U 4 y,1lw1a J~d"t
.
b es t uc k
· ~,. v courses
you won·t get ere 1 or.· B es1·ct es, W Y or had not ta k en t h e qua l"f
J ymg exams,
not take advantage of the typg of. .,HlY.isQ.t: yo.\J. ., spending another semester of your pl'ecious time
··coiilci.°ha~~·"i'.i·~~rthro~gh~;_;t your undergraduate doing something you didn ' t want to do . There
days?
are just too many things we want to do in life,
If you plan on seeking a degree at another a nd time will not stand still for any of us.
university, there is one key factor to be aware of
P.S. Good .Luck'

a
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Whil~ driving home one rainy evening after a long, hard night
at Northwestern's library, the sight that lay ahead of us was not
to be believed. As we rounded one Qf the curves on Sheridan
Road, a huge, glowing, orange vehicle landed in the roadway,
blocking any chance for our escape.
At first we thought it was a refelctiqn as seen through the
rain-stained windows of our orange Nova, but then we thought it
was just a figment of two tired and over-worked minds.
Unfortunately for. us , we were right the first Uine. It was a
juge, glowing, orange vehicle as seen through the rain-stained
window of our orange Nova.
We slowly emerged from the car and began to approach this
most unusual structure, which was definitely not a GM Product.
The first thing we noticed were the juge speakers mounted all
around the outside of the ship. Simultaneously, we noticed a side
of. the ship being peeled open and a ramp be!ng dropped down.
We were a bit hesitant to enter, but as we began to conjure up
enough nerve to run away, the louq spakers began cackling. The
funny part about it was that it sounded like little chipring birds.
Being a bit too curious, we proceeded up the ramp which soon·
closed behind us. Once inside we saw many l mpty bird cages
hung from the ceiling. Under each cage was a little sign with the
initials, O.B.
Suddenly, a • human-like creature appeared, put we were
puzzled. Although it appeared to be a woman as we know one,
there were certain features that threw us. She had enormous
orange rhined-- stoned glasses , skin that looked like i~ had been a
bit a more then just Kist by the Sun, and a shrmk top that
showed a bit too much navel.
The creature called for all of her comrades to come ou~ to see
us. As the room became filled to capacity, and our nerves really
began to make our juices flow, somet hing unusual happened.
All of the creatures dropped to their knees anc;l began chanting" Anita and Bing, our leaders, Anita and Bing, Anita and Bing."
Not really comprehending at "first, we wondered just exactly what
kind of crate we were on.
Immediately, something began to rise from the flo_or in the
center of the Kraft. It was exquisitely designed Pulp Pit. On :he
front of this pulpit was the Official E mblem of the Sunshme
State- A giant Screwdriver.
The creatures all began shouting- " wpeech , speech! " Never
liking to disappoint our audience, we proceeded to squeeze our
way through the crowd to the pulpit.
.
As we began to gather our ~hough.ts on w?at to say to ..these
creatures, we could only think of one appropriate thought, Take
· your vitamins daily- that 's how we 'C ' it."
A bit shaken, and not knowing just what to say next, we hea_rd
someone in the distance speak, "Cut, that's the best commercial

y~~~~: Incas~ you're wondering, U.F .O.'s stands for Unidentified
Florida Oranges!
. Thanks for watching .
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Comedy opens

.Coward revival a dream-come-true
by Paula Levy
T he world's fascination with
the late actor/ author/ composer/ director Noel Coward has
resulted in yet another revival
of his P RIVATE LIVE S,
which first opened in Edinburgh in 1930 starring Gertrude Lawren ce, Lau rence
Olivier and Coward himself.
The presen t si t e of the
production is Chicago's Blackstone Thea ter, a veteran of
such A merican grea t s as
HAIR and THE RIVER
NIGER, now host to a strictly
British entourage directed by
none other than John Gielgud.
The whole thing is· a dreamcome-true for anglophiles, with
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Maggie Smith and John
Standing appearing at the
Black stone in PRIVATE
LIVES.
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body talk

i
•«

In my last column, I asked for questions or comments about
birth control, VD , health, etc. that could be ,discussed in this
space. Here are a few of the questions that got sent in.
Q. Someone told me. there's a pill you can take after sex that
will prevent pregnancy? What is it and how do~s it work?
A. The pill you heard abut is called the "Morning-After-Pill,"
also called DES (diethyl-stilbestrol). These pills can be taken
withing 48-72 hours of unprotected intercourse and will prevent a
pregnancy. The pills contain a large dose of synthetic estrogen,
which changes the lining of the uterus so thaC a fertilized egg
cannot attach to the wall.
Unfortunately, there are many problems associated with the
drug . It has been approved for limited use only in emergency
:situations, like rape. The woman who takes the "morning-after
· pill" will probably feel nauseous and may miss her regular
menstrual period. Studies have defini tely linked pq:>longed use of
the drug to cancer.
The "Morning After Pill" shouldn't be considered as a birth
control method, but as an emergency drug to be used only in
extreme situations. Doctors in Chicago usually only prescribe the
pill to t heir patients, and many doctors don 't use it at all.
Q. When are _scientist going to develop a pill for men?
A . Research is ·being done to develop a pill for men, but so fa r
nothing defini te has . reached the market. Some researchers are
experimenting with a combination of the female hormone,
progesterone, and the male hormone, testosterone, which together
suppress sperm production for a limited time. Don't look for this
pill to be on the market for at least one or two more years. So far,
most ,,of the experiments have been limited to animals.
Q. Are IUDs as effective as the· Pill?
A. Birth control pills are still the most effective method
available, other than sterilization. They are 99.5% effective.
Newer I UDs, such as · t he Copper 7, claim to be up to 99%
effective. Older IUDs, such as the Loop , or Saf-T-Coil are
between 95-97% effective. These sta tistics · mean tha t for every
100 women using a particular method, for example birth control
pills, .5 will become pregnant. (Or one woman out of ever 200 pill
users will become pregnant on the pill).
If you have questions you want answered in this column, send
them to: Janie Kulp, Midwest Family Planning Ass., 3754 W .
Irving Park Road, Chicago, Illinois 60618 or drop them off at the
PRINT office .

costumes and scenery straight
from the Queen 's Theater in
London and Maggie Smit h,
straight from , well, almost
another dimension.
The plot of PR lV A TE
LIVES alone is hardly meaty
enough for a decent short
story , much less a three-act
play. Smith's interpretation of
Coward's witty one-liners,
however, is a minor masterpiece, and the laughter she
inspires wit h the uttering of
one word has to be seen to be
believed. The spoiled, passionate Amanda Prynne who
delights in pillow fights is a far
cry from Smith's Academy
Award-winning portrayal of
the title role in "The Prime of
Miss Jean Brodie." But Smith
carries the frothy entity of
PRIVATE LIVES along . on
the broad shoulders of her
charm, and gives it a depth it
was never meant to have.
John Standing, as Elyot,
Amanda ' s equally spoiled ,
passionate ex-husband, manages to be the epitome of
English manhood:- " Some women," he declares, " should be
struck .regularly , like gongs. "
Standing does a beautiful job
of keeping up his end of the
pillow fight , and his icy "Don't
quibble, Sybil! " is a classic.
Remak Ramsay as Victor and
Niki Flacks as Sybil are
superb. foils for the eccentricities of Smith and Standing.
PRIVATE LIVE S i's not
relevant theater, except that it
is relevant to the heart, and
divinely comic. " Hey ho, " as
Noel Coward once wrote, " if
love were all.''

huianabo
rafiki
by Marylene Whitehead
" What Makes a Super Person, Super?"
It is easy fo r most people to look up to and admire others t hat
have made special achievements in either motor or mental areas.
To escape fro m dull existences or non-exciting average lives,
people seem to search fo r other people that can be set aside from
the crowd and hero-worshipped.
Ellis Casie, Northeastern 's only Black· Cross-Country Runner,
is one of those acquiring a growing number of admirers wit hin
the UNI student body and also in t he outer community . He has
met some of the most interesting people while doing daily j ogs
around his own neighborhood. People of all ages stop him ; one
man, even, for twenty minutes. They want to know what · he's
training for, or what is his fastest time or longest distance. Once
a man who used to spar with .Joe Louis stopped him, introduced
himself and started to rap. At one point, a group of young ladies
made it their business to be out fron t at the same time that he
passed each day to cheer him on.
Anyone, not so physically in tune, would get out of breath just
listening to Ellis describe the intense training required to be a
cross-country runner. Explaining the difference between 'track '
running and cross-country running, he said, " People often get the
two confused. Track deals with speed, sprints, 50-100 yard dashes
and relay races. Cross-country deals with 4, 5 and 6 mile races.
The longer distances require more stamina. "
He said, " There's nothing to write about, I'm a common
person." , when I asked could I do a story but Ellis Casie turned
out to be one of the most inspiring people I have communicated
with (not just talked to ... but communicated) in recent times.
A story that was originally to be inspriational to the student
body, turned out to be as inspirational to the writer as well.
Ellis is of slight build, not the physical giant as are most sports
contenders. He is soft spoken and unassuming with a ·gentle smile
that generates inner peace. He quietly projects an excitment
about life and a personal satisfaction about his own part in it
without displaying evidences of ego-mania. He is a relaxing
person with whom to converse. Non-plastic.
As a high school student, he didn 't participate in sports · but
always had the desire to run. " I fel t unsure," he said, "and a
little afraid but then I decided to give the team a t UNI a try . A
lot of the others had previous experience and trophies of one sort
or another. " He did try out for the team and made it, often out
distancing those on competing teams that are much taller with
twice the stride.
He added , that all he would tell anyone is to "try" and to
" Keep the faith. " All I would add is that E llis has a new fan .

Cruising with Chgo. cops
by Doug Widowski
--I lit up a cigar, rolled down
the window of the squad car,
and began gathering material
for a story. Where do I start?
How do I tell what goes on
during an eight hour shift.
I was trying to figu re out
what would the right approach
be when the radio crackled. I
couldn't catch what was said,
but we decided to answer the
call. We arrived at a house and
some woman gave us a purse
some kids tossed in her back
yard. She figured that it was
stolen. We checked the purse
and found a social security
check inside. On the check was
an address . We returned· the
purse to an old woman. -She
. told us, " Thank God! I never
thought that I would see that
check! About an hour ago
some boys grabbed my purse
and knocked me down . One of
the boys kicked me jn the
head !" T he old woman's head
was . still covered with blood
after washing her hair. She
showed us her stiches ...
Another call on the radio.
SomJSH~ 'cfe'tit!ed tHa't it would
be funny to scare two middleaged sisters. Five dead kittens
half deco!Jlposed were found on
t heir porch. I almost threw-up

when I helped one of the cops
clean up the mess, the other cop
comforted, or a t least tried to
comfort the two women . . .
How could I report t he compassion shown by the two cops
for these t~o women. A sick
joke by some kids caused these
two women to go into hysterics. Their five year old cat
purred as we went back to the
squad car.
We rode down Madison past
the p imps in their superfly
get-up: Shouts of "MotherFucker" greeted us as we went
around the block. Sixteen year ·
old prostitu tes waved and
junkies weaved as we waited
for another call.
A fourteen-year-old decided
to borrow his 1 brother' s car. In
the process he ran into two
parked cars. He. was afraid of
stopping, so he drove home
and parked the car. After
witnesses positively identified
t he youth, an hour of screaming by the boy's mother
proclaiming his innocence and
saying she would contact
every. major new_~paper in
America, th: boy fmally c~nfessed, N.othing much to wn~e ..
about until I looked around ·
te cops and saw t~rt~, unn : nd,~y faces screamm? brutahty when no brutality was
to be found . The boy rode next

to 'me to the station. His
mother· on his other side . . .
A t one t ime it appeared that a
full-fledged riot would start.
Luckily nothing started . . . I
could see the tension, but I
would have a hard t ime putting it into words.
After a few quiet hours
another call, this time on
Madison. A drunk going down
this street on Sa turday tried to
drive 90 miles a n hour. In his
s tupor he killed two people.
One man lay bleeding to death
on the street while someone
s tole his wallet; Another died
on his way t o t he hospital.· The
drunk cu t his ha nd · after
running into .several parked
cars. H ow was I going to
describe the disgust the police
had for t he people a nd their
inhumanity? A man is dying
and someone steals his wallet.
No one bot hered to call an
am bula nce. The police had to
do that.
A few minor t hings happen
and its t ime to go to t he
stat ion. The shift is over. The
two cops tell me that this was
a quiet night. That if I want to
get plenty to write about , that
I should ride with them for a
month. I ·laughed to myself. I
was going to have trouble
writing about one night.
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Table Tennis Table, complete
with four paddles, net and
balls. E xcellent condition $20
or best offer. Call 736-0784
after 6 P .M.

JO ·;•
Wanted-Teacher a ssistan t,
6hrs/day 5 days per week t o
assist a teacher in pre-school
primary classroom for _developmen ta lly disabled child ren.
Begin immedia tely.· For more
information call 389-6578, Blue
Cap School, 2155 Broadway,
Blue Island, Illinois 60406.

FOR SALE: Canon FT with a
1.8 lense, a Wivitar 200 mm
lense, a vivitor telexterider, a
canon 28 mm lense. All in
excellen• ..:onditior,. $305 .00 or
best offer. 281-9683 871-4218.
/

Attractive. versatile women
neec;led J.or occasional modeling
assiglllTl ents in glamour and
advertising photography·;' Not
steady but a~-s a minimum of
$5.00 per hr. Interested? Leave
message for Ares-Group at
847-7915. Between 2 pm and 5

---- -- ------For Sale
P A NA O~IC ST ERE O
SPEAKERS Must sell due to
apar t m?nt neighbors com:
plain t s . Excell ent sound
through one of the bes t pair
Panasonic makes. Cost for the
both of them. . .530.00 Call
728-5338 ~~ ·:.er 10:30 p. m .
either Dec. 10th or 11t h .

Dear Dave,
Have a great Christmas
vacation. Watch out for those
Polish festivities?
·Take care,
Gerri
To Ronald Weber,
Thank you for everything. I
hope I 've inade you proud I 've :11ade me proud. I'll
ded:~ace E" book to you. A'i
my ,ove and if you ever need
someone to talk to. . .
Robin

Happy Holidays Ineeda Scoop
To Tom, My Fellow Prinster,
and all your Little Helpers !
Wfthout your Boom Box for
love, Kris Kring}~
noises, I couldn't have made
it. Thanks fo r everything, . Marg-;, ~ - -_. - - - - - ~
Did you ever do it standing
you 're too much. Infact, your
noises remind me of an old
up?
Hawkeye and Trapper
elephant I use to know.
Your 4 A.M. Saturday Night. S 1 ·1day Morning Campanion- · Anyone knowing the whereabouts of the Day Care Center
P.A .W.
To'..\li°Of: ,lyF~·iends: ·- ~ :·· b'. 1t (Patches ) please c-1.ll ,:·.e
Day Care Center at X-336.
All nf your help on my " OYie
, ... __ ,1ever be forgot t en. ".",:; ;.i 're
the best friends a schlec-Z·, girl
Cc:" :rary to Popular _opinion
could ever hope for. Tl:a:1i'~s for
Boner's A rk Lives!
not only making it , but coming
B ene fi t for Open Media ,
to see it.
•·"'
· ''I\ight of the'tLiving Dead. "
Love From Your DirectorWhiz, shorts, and carto ns on
Pat Wexler
Friday , December 13, 7:00 - 9: 30-12: (}_ Lincoln Park PresDear Nora, Karen K.. Ann,
b yt erian Church, 600 W .
Sue, . Maryann, Sharon. Karen
Fullerton'.
.•_;lf',rJ,·
Nancie, and Donna, Congradulations to all of you on
To Mary T- Alias The Angel,
becoming sisters of Lambda
Thanks for everything, es·
Sigma Alpha. Though there
:µecially the call at 8:30 am
may have been only "nine of
t he morning of the premiere.
you, " you were still one of the
You were even more nervous
best pledge classes. We know
then me, and that helped.
you will all add a great deal to
Your Friendly Wibrarianour sorority.
P.A. W.
The old sisters of L.S.A.
1'o Al 'wanson:
Fem aie roommate wan ted:
Walking distanee to school. 4
Thanks fo r the fantastic stereo
room apt. Available any time.
equipment-it really made tqe
Phone 583-7108. Call after 9.
difference. Kindness must run
in the Swanson fa mily'.
ThanksDrummer, .
Pat Wexler
So you made it through your
- .---.--- first semester at UNI! CongraT o Pat W exler and t he
tulations on all your A/B's. If
Coinettes:
you 're not, d o ne ,~itlfi; yo~r 15
I think that I shall never see
pages by t e time this paper
A group of sleazer5 su.:h as
gets ou t I'll be in hysteric ' ' 1
thee
Oley ·
.
J ust one more thing, so don't
stop readin'
·Merry Christmas and Boostrophedon
Kev,
L.E . Vator
"Mine·s not as original but
Happy Birthday anyway."
Robin: ., .t· -. .
.
Now its my turn to be
Kin
ki!lkY. Simple r.uff
unoriginal. so have a happy
sweet ie·. ·
B -day and I hope you enjoy
Tom
he delicious dinner I am
making you and the las ting
Trish:
prewent I got you, which you
How can I put my t han ks into
won't .fi nd out about till
words? It's Northwestern or
Friday. Suffer!!!
bust. There. I put it in writing.
Love you,
Fondly, case study •
Nance

To my Bettila,
I wish you all the happiness
under. the sun in Arizoria.
Your double
Felicia,
You are indescribably great
-I am at a loss for words!
(which is virtually impossible
Help Want ed: Babysit ter
for
me) I do love you and I
needed for 5 year old fro m
For Sale- Two VW tires ·
hope we can talk more next
6:20-7 :40 am. on Wednesw / wheel rims -u sed size:
year. TogPther there's no
days and Fridays.
tarting
5.60xl5 great for mounting
stopping us! See you on
now. Please call 465-4232 after
snow tires! Asking $10.00
Tuesday nights.
7:30 pm anytime weekends.
a piece Call: Jack. Home
Your co-chairperson
Phone: 728-3149 at UN I X-437
Thanks. ·
me
Dissatisfied with your present
Antique 1956 Chevy , 2 door
Jean,
position? W e have a very
sedan. 6 cylinder Aut omatic,
Anytim e you want to
interesting ofter for a male . excellent condition. :n ,ooo or
discuss
our affairs of the heart
· ent who qualifies for
best offer.
give_me a call. Lots of luck on
work-study. Call Terry a t the
the newspaper next year, if
Catholic S tudent Center, 583you
ever need any help I'll be
6109.
there. We really must go to
Nice room for c9llege student. some mo re concerts but
Arrangemen ts flexible. Call P LEA SE n o more greasy
588-4831 As)&.for
June.
spoons! Always smile, and
,",:;;
remember, someday. . .love
Sublet 3 112 room apt. in Rogers
i970 Ca·r:1ar..:; for sa le -auto
will be ours.
Park. F eb . 1 - Sept. 30.
trans. _40,000 mi. air cond.
Your partner in crime-R.
W / option to renew. B-eautiful,
body in . per e~t shape ·cause
newly decor. first floor - bdrm. To My F avorite "M7.A. SP. ·
from sou th. Radial tires,
air cond. $140.00 a month. Call
,,: yellow. $2,000 or best offer.
My origina • personal was
871-4218 .or 583-4Q50, ext . 603. · 465-0192 or 869-4920 after
too personal and I was afraid I
6:00pm .
might embarrass you. All the
1961-Mo r is m in o;: rebuilt
luck in the world- no one
2-Separate rooms to rent with
trans. 40· mi. per
deserve~ . it more. You have
. i:iclud.. Bright
closets - and · storage space.
mad e ._; t his an incredibly
seat'.". Truly a
Cooking and washing facilities
wonderful · t rimester for me.
classic! Make me an offer I
available. Prefer g irls but will
God Bless You.
can' t refuse and it 's yours.
consider gentlemen student_s.
Love,
478-0671, after 5 pm. week- $30.00 per week. Vic. of KimKate S.
days. Anytime weekends.
ball and F pster. Apply first
floor fro nt. 5-61 N. Bernard.
. To Mr. Powers ,
.
For Sale: A F uture Chicago
Tha
nks
for
all
your
patience
Alderman! You too can own a
and guidance. Your encouragefutpre Alderman! Millions of
ment made me really want to
·people claim elected officials
Doug, P hyllis---Pa t, Robin,
make it.
can be bought. Here is your
l\fark
, and Sandi: Well done,
I
need
a
roommate.
I'm
male
Thanks
for
everything,
chance to prove they are right!
crew.
21
and
m
y
roommate
is
Pat
Wexler
$1, $5, $25 pu ts him in our
moving ou t. Will split all costs
pocket. For your share of an
F are ell Pat W .
except
food . Rent is $130, ½ is To B.K.-Congrats on- your
alderman see Dr. Charles PasGood
luck in the land of NU.
$65.
331
7
W
.
Sunnyside.
2nd
little
maj
orette!
tors, 2-070, ext. 8165. Tow you
Don
't
indulge in too much
floor. If interested call my
too can own your own personal
Wildcatacornia.
girlfriend
Peggy
at
369-9542.
Bright mornin ' stars are risin'
Alderman - buy yours tod~y !
Love,
If she is not there please leave over Brenda's gremlin!
Become a share holder!!!
John
your name and number. Mike
no starch in my turkey, please!·
FOR SALE: P anasonic Cas- Dutlack
sette Tape Recorder with mike.
Happy Birthday Mal!
Merry Christmas and a To the PRINT Staff,
Excellent condition. $20.00.
fulfilling New Year to MargaAlso 1 pr. Headphones 5\5.00.
To Mingle,
How did we ever make it
ret, Tree, Pidg, Cathy, Anne through this year? Happy
Call Cathy eves. 764-5802.
Mingle meet Mingle. Minand Ellie.
gle -mingle. Keep on minHolidays to you all!
love, me
For sale-Brand new never
gling , because when you
Love,
used Head STd. 18.3 cm
mingle the whole world minJean
. gles with you.
straight from the store.
To Jean,
Reason for seli;jng - need monI'm glad my notes were able· to -Hon,
From
ey$$$. $100.C)IJ Call 823-2073 · save your life so you could 1 Just a note to say that I
Rick M.
anytime.
attend the schleezy premiere. think you're fantastic and say
John,
K2C-;mpetitk>~- S kis
Your enthusiasm made all the hi to Ollie.
I hope some day we can
difference. You're one ofa kind
Love,
190cm. Nevada Grand Prix
co-write
that million dollar
and
I'm
glad
to
know
you.
It
Lady
Bindings on skis. 8120. ?\ordi7
baby.
That
won 't be so bad,
was
a
pleasure
working
with
.·ca Olympic Boots size 101/~
considering we started with
Hey Queenie, your whoppers
you.
med. Used ½ season. $1 10;
corn at Uni.
A Rose Lover Forever- are showing!
Call Rory 685-4915 (after 5).
P.A.W.
B.
King
Pat Wexler

- ------ - - ~
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PE

Squires : Hey babe, hope your
big day was happy.
Peg

To my Wm Holden,
Congrats on your graduation!
Your Kim Novak
Madge

Debbie Nieman:
Coffee, tea, or happy landing? Glad your safe and sound.
Tom

-1so=-

For Sale: Canon Ft with a 1.8
lense, a vivi1f1r 200 mm lense,
a vivitar telextender, a canon
28 mm lense. All in good
condition. $305.00 or best
offer."281-9683, ~71-4218
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Meri's wrestling intramurals begin
by Pauline Philipps
The firs t Mens Wrestling
Intramurals were held ·during
the past two weeks. Thirty
wrestler s, many city and
suburban champs, competed in

spectators waited ' for was the
Unlimited Division Championship between Mark Frapolly
and T. J. Swan Robinson.
Throughout the whole first
period it was as if they were

Mr. Schimpf, thf:l coordinator, stated that many men at
Northeastern would like to see
wrestling as an intercollegiate
sport and hopefully the
intramurals are the first big

Womens Intramurals
What's happening to Women;s Intramurals at Northeastern?
Intramural sports are formed as often as the students respond.
This trimester has had coed tennis, men 's touch football, men's
badminton, men's wrestling and upcoming men 's table tenni .
Ms. M'eyer, the womens intramural coordinator, tried to form a
volleyball intramural but there was not enough response to
compose enough teams for competition. So "free" volleyball was
substituted.
•
.
· In a recent interview with Ms. Meyer, when asked why there 1s
such a poor response to the women's intramurals, replied that
actually her guess would be as good as anyones. After some
thought she suggested that it may be because of the many CCAB
activities going on during the activity hour, or there_ ~as ~he _
cheerleader and porn porn tryouts which were in competit10_n with
the intramural, or possibly even that there's too many shy
freshmen who have not yet gotten the courage to get " involved".
One of the many problems in creating the intramurals is not
knowing what kinds are wanted by t he students. It woul? be
helpful in planning 'the women's in tramurals for the wmter
trimester if suggestions were given on different forms of
competi tion. The women of Northeastern must act if Women
Intramurals are to survive.

Fencing Club?

Two inframurals wrestlers [center] "have at it" in the recent tournament.

playing cat and mouse with
_step towards it, although at
the intramurals which consisone another. Robinson received
the moment _- they lack the
ted of ten weight divisions.
2 points for escaping and
manpower and the space.
About 75 spe<;tators watched
getting a hold on Frapolly. In
The division champs are:
: the finals· played on Thursday,
the second period Frapolly
120-Al Mirzsa
Noverber 21. The competition
escaped a hold making the
123-Joe Pauese
was very tight within the
score
2-1
going
into
the
final
137-Ed
Jahn
divisions. One example was
mip.utes.
T_
h
ecat
and
mouse
147-Nate
Ryan .
when Tmn: klein wrestled Mike
play started again with
157 -James Archer
Horn for the title in the 190
Robinson definitely playing
167 - Ed Michael
division. The score was tied 2-2
the part of the cat duc~ing
177 -Lester Bemis
until the last seconds of the
190-Mike Horn
match when Horn came back • from • Frapolly's every grasp.
The champ vyas Robinson over · ..,Unl.imited~T.J. Swan Robinand scored ·.to wiri 4-2. · · '
-s on
T-h-e big event that 2.ll t he ' Frapolly 2-1:-· .

I was recently asked to try to recruit students (faculty and
staff) for a fencing club by a transfer student, Mike Wilchek.
Mike was actively involved in a fencing club at his forme_r school.
It was among the sports he enjoyed that Northeastern' lacked.
Nor_theastern possess the equipment so all that 'is needed now is
interested people. It isn 't necessary that you've 'ever played
before at all. Learning will be part of the experience and~fun in
this club.
- ·'• r .
No meeting time has yet been set. Men and women alike are
asked to call Mike after 5pm at 275-5879 if you have any sort of
interest al all.

Kane Memorial Award
Last week it was announced that the Charles George Kane
Memorial A ward will be · given yearly to the best Ma.le and
Female Physical Education Major. This ·award voted by. the
faculty was presented to Leo Rielly Mitrovic and Al Lamimnd for
the 1_973,74 yea~":

.. -~'i·

The finals of the Men 's Badminton Intramurals was play;ed I~st
week between- Wally Fitzgibbons and· Reed Adl~r. Playi\il the
best of three games, the winner was Fitzgibbons over Adli.'who
was last years .champion. Da~e . :Par,ber. played aga~,;,:.B ill · .
Sacheck for the third place title, the latter winning . .. ,' :('t•'fr-l:. .
.

·,V -ball .teamiplaces.4th

."':'t.t:,
'

Badminton Intram·urals
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Turkey Bowl .

·

Tuesday, November 26, Bob V~ltl and Vi Johnson g~ ' ,
,
prizes to members
of
the
bowling
class
for
pins
over
.
.
_
~
:;, · ·
.
. .
.
~..., ,?t:bowled that day.- Winners of the H lb turkey for th~ ,m~!1 ·,.was
Dennis W9jtkie'Yicz and for the l?;dies .it was Nancy ~l!Ql\~?o.
Second place claiming the_bottle of., Cold Du~k was _Sue~laun~.
The other .-second place wmner was Tony D1gmas cho
g the
assorted _b o~ of fruit and nuts. A \vorid of thanks goes if · Y
Bob
and Vi for an injoyable day.
. ',
~

N.ortheastern's Women's
State in a close contest, 16-14,
Vol1eyball · -Te'.a m placed a
10-8. ln that game, UNI
disappointing 4th place in the . seemed to be plagued by a lack
Midwest Regional Tournament
of defense. North~astern playat Weste_rn Michigan last
ed Circle for 3rd place and lost
weekend (disappointing be15-9, 15-10. Both teams were
cause they were defending
suffering from their recent
champs). Despite the fact that
semi-final defeats and the
it was the poor officiating that
unbelievably poor officiating.
UNI just couldn't get back up
. really beat us , the team played
well together as a whole.
for this match and played well
Illinois officials usually call a
only in short -spurts.
game close,. and when you
Cleveland beat Ill. St. for
the title, but the tournament
suddenly have to play with
wasn 't a total loss because the
out-of-state officials who can't
even referee correctly, it really - 3 teams from Illinois took 2nd,
3rd and 4th places. Since only
upsets a teams ' play .
the top 3 teams go · to the
· On the bright side, we did
win 4 of 6 games, 3 of them in - Nationals in Portland, Oregon,
probably UNI-' s only chance to t he pool play on F riday.
make it for t he 3rd year in a
Northeas tern beat Calvin Colrow would be to draw an at
lege 15-10, 15-6 and Carthage
large bid to t he tournament.
College 15-9, 15-9 and take the
And that doesn't look very
match.
After the pool play was _ likely at this time.
completed, . the teams were
Graduating Seniors who will
ranked and matched -up like
be leaving this years' team are
this: -1st-Cleveland vs. 8th-CalLinda. Harty, who- played on
vin, 4th-Ball State vs. 5ththe team 4 years and served as
Chgo. Circle, 3rd-Ill. State vs.
this years' captain, and Betty
6th Univ. of Wisc. and
Rouse and Cathy DeFran7th-Ohio State \ ., __ 2r,c.-North- 't'..~chw Lrm~fe¥5T'li'otff1Maylfair
eastern. Cleveland , Circle, and
who played here for the last. 2
u ........
•'-'\,,o••.J"
years. The other team meniIll. St. advanced to the
bers who will be returning next
semi-finals along with 1 orthyear inc ude Juniors, Kathy·
eastern who defeated Ohio
t.,
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Crismy.re, Ruth R'ozdilsky, and
Mary McGinley, · Sophomore
. Sue Bickel and Freshmen
.Kathy Schmidtke anq Debbie
Ko_rcyl.

GYMNASTICS
UNI vs Mayfair
TEAM TOTALS
UNI 85.40
Oakton 74, 10
ALL AROUND
1st Joanne Colby (Oakton)
, 2nd Myra Bugaisky (UNI)
3rd Mary Hartman (Oakton)
FLOOR EX
1st Joanne Colby (Oakton)
2nd Cathy Ciucci (UNI)
3rd Gloria Lopez (UNI)

FREE DATE!
Be ma•~• d..,

~ a

car ,patible date
I . exp2r1mcntal
soc,ai attitudes survey--graduate stu,.Jent doing research Everything done
by P1a1I W rite: Researc Center 216

f.RE[ uf

L-

1,q... ~~,.~

W . Jackson#61 2; Chicago, ll. 60806

.

:f

· ._:,.··t '-

. UNEVEN BARS
1st Myra Bugaisky (UNI)
2nd Maria Murphy (UNI)
3rd Joanne Colby (Oakton)
BALANCE BEAM
1st J oanne Colby (Oakton )
2nd Gloria Lopez (UNI)
3rd Colleen Flaherty (UNI )
\:A,ULTING
1st Myra Bugaisky (UNI)
Mary Schwartz (Oakton)
2nd $ue Alderson (UNI) +
3rd Joanne Colby (Oakton)
1)01.Ji J::i lU tUlV

";:J i

UV

..1..

. ':J-.,u.v ~...,~ ... •-

INTERMEDIATE
Tsf" Kim ''I'ho'm"· son10alttorl.F
2nd Linda Moeller (UNn

ALL-AROUND
1st-My ra Bugaisky (UNI) .
2nd-Gloria Lopez (UNI)
3rd-Pat Dressen (Mayfair)
UNEVEN BARS
1st-Myra Bugaisky (UNI)
2nd-Gloria Lopez (UNI )
3rd-Diane Langill (UNI )
Maria Murphy (UNI)
BALA NCE BEAM
1st-Gloria Lopez (UNI)
2nd-Myra Bugaisky (UNI)
3rd-Ellen Matysik (UNI)
FLOOR EX.
1st-Ellen Matysik (U I)
2nd-Myra Bugaisky (UNI)
3rd-Colleen Flaherty (UNI)

..Y.~ULTJNG __ . .
1st-Myra Bugaisky (UNI)·~
. 2nd-Sue Alders.on (UNI)
rd- loria Lopez (U1 )
Pat Dressen (Mayfair)
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Cagers 'humiliated' by Olivet-Nazarene
by George Tomaszewski
On the weekend of Nov.
22-23, the Eagles ' schedule
resembled that of an NBA
schedule in that they played
two games, in two nights, in
two states. UNI, with an 0-2
record, met Grand Valley
State in Allendale, Michigan in
front of a very enthusiastic
crowd . The game was the first
starting assignment fo r Steve
Kidd in an Eagle uniform .
Kidd got into ea rly foul
trouble and was taken out of
the game with 16: 18 left, and
UNI was up, 10-9. The lead
was exchanged several times
between both clubs, UNI was
being led by the strong play of
E than Loveless under the
boards and his scoring whenever he got the ball and that
wasn 't too often. At 1:34
remaining, Grand Valley took
a 33-29 lead, much of their
offense was coming from the
free throw line where the
referees were very ge'nerous to
the home team. At the half
Gtand Valley led , 37-31. In the
first four minutes of the
second half, the Eagles committed 5 turnovers . Coach
Salario called time out at 16:.35
_ left and his Eagles trailed
49-35 . Grand Valley -hit the
boards _well and put on an .
effective pressure defense that
the Eagles ' disorganized play
could not cope with. The final
sco re read 90- 70. UN l's
fastb reak offense did not have
one basket resulting from a
. fastbreak.

On the .next night, -UNI
traveled to Kankakee to play
Olivet Nazarene and the
Eagles were humiliated 98-71.
I realize that the loss of a Dan
Crawford or Gary Staniec's

inability to play at a 100% clip
because of a knee operation
will hurt the ball club but
there was no reason to catch a
beating with the talent that is
on t his Eag_le ball club ,

points, and t han Loveless,
especially against a team such
with
13 markers a n d · 7
Olivet.
rebounds.
On · Nov. 26 UNI returned
On Nov . 30 UN I was back
home, facing Lewis College,
home and played host to
and dropped the decision in
George Williams, before a very
overtime, - 86-79. The Eagles
were a hungry ball club in the
dead crowd. The- result was
first ha lf hitting t he boards
victory number one for UNI
effectively and playing pres- · who took t he contest 88-66.
sure defense. UNI led at the
half 41-30. UNI blew that 11 · The Eagles were in command
point lead in the second half
from the opening jump and
with turnovers and a poor
after three min'u tes of play, led
selection of shots especially
11-0. George Williams could
during the final seconds of
not cope wit h the Eagles'
play. UN I led 73-71 with 11
pressu r e defense.
U N l's
guards ,vere working t_h e ball
seconds left to play with Lewis
putting on a full court press. A • around well for good shots and
U NI inbou nd s pass was
the result was some fine inside
intercepted and Lewis took a
w~rk by Steve Kidd ; 24 points,
shot, got the rebound and a
and E than L ov eless who
layup tying the game at 73 all
tallied 14 points. John Wayand with three seconds left.
tula played well under the
Bob Beckam hurled a desparaboards haul ing down 11
tion shot that missed and t he
rebounds, 6 of those came from
contest went" into overtime
the offensive boards, and also
that proved fatal for the
scored 14 poin ts . Coach Salario
Eagles.
contends that one of the
On Nov . 29 UNI engaged
reasons for the Eagles 1-6
Loras Coilege, at Loras, and
record is their QOOr shooting,
dropped their sixth straight
which he feels comes from the
· game, 93-85. Jony Waytula,
lack of being in shape. The
Eagles will go through a
who finished the game with 17
special five day conditioning
points and 11 rebounds said,
"We played well for about 30
program. Dan Crawford expects to be ready fo r action
minutes. Loras got us when we
against Lakeland, _D ec. · 6, at
fell into a lapse where we
couldn't do anything right.' '
Lakeland. UNl's next home
game will be Dec. 18 against
UNI also got fine performGrand Valley $ tate, 8 pm.
ances from Steve Kidd, 20

SALE'

UNI player showing off an example of the "poor selection of
shots" as the ball goes up, up and away - but not toward the_
hoop .

10%

All puckered' out

Icemen smashed 13-1 by ·Loyola
by Larry Brittan
As you read this, much has
call, 4 minutes in penalties
transpired in regards to our leveled against #10 of Lewis
UNI Hockey Team. On University at 1 :43 of the first
Saturday, November 16, · our period.
improved thoug h inexperi- .
T he defense was tight_ on
enced icemen skated against a both sides until Mike Chinn
stone wall called - Loyola
tallied, unassisted, at 8: 55 of
University and fell 13-1.
the 1st period. Minutes later at
However, they came back on
11:45, Dean Nowak on assists
Wednesday,· Nover 20, against from Heilsher and Bard gave
IIT-Illinois Institute of Tech- Lewis University \i 2-0 lead.
nology, at the Southwest Ice
Our Golden Eagles came
Arena. There, on Foreign ice,
alive with some fine passing
they did something that they and penetrating into Lewis ice
had never.been able to do in 3 at 12:07 of the opening period.
previous years. They defeated
Sean Alcock, very productive
the Technicians 6-5 in . over- of late, scored on a slapshot
time. An exciting game that set-up by teammate Dan Van
saw a see-saw battle for the Haute. Both have promising
lead.
futures as they are both only
Tony Lazaro scored the Freshman.
winner in t he O/ T period. By
In total after one period it
this victory Northeastern was Lewis 2, UNI 0, with
knotted its record at 3 wins Lewis having 21 shots against
and 3 loses.
Rich' Nuccio and the Golden
First game jitters apparent- Eagles, only ~. shots.
ly cfrdn ' t affect the ·. Lewis
UNI fought back in the
University Flyers on Novem- second period as they bied it at
ber 23. They came out .hitting,
2-2 on a fantastic
nsmg
with the first two penalties of slapshot by left-winter, Mike
the
game-an
elbowing Setze, assisted by Center, Jack
Hesotia ·at 5:57 of the period.
· charge, and a high sticking

Minutes later , Gary Pufah
scored off a rebound from a
faceoff, assisted by J oe Knek
at 8 :03, and gave Lewis the
lead again, 3-2. ·
Then on a - flurry, Dean
Nowak scored his second goal
of the game, -unassisted, at
· 14 : 17 of the 2nd period. Each
team had eleven shots, but
Lewis led 4-2 at the: end of the
period.
Staging a comeback, our
icemen, behind Left-Wing~r,
Dan · Van Haute, assisted by
Sean Alcock , made it 4-3, but
this was the only tally of the
third period and UNI fell short
of victory.
In coach Ray Biondo's 3rd
period strategy, goalie Rich
Nuccio was pulled in favor of a
6th skater, to get the tying
goal and · send the game into
overtime. UNI 's goa'.ie was
shelled by 20 shots on goal to
our 8 for a game total of 52-27.
Despite the lopsided shots
on goal figures· the defense
kept Lewis from penetrating
the slot, leaving them with the
alternative of long slap shot_s.

SKI ITEMS
20% SPORTING GOODS
30%
GOLF

SPECIAL
&9&

SKI POLES
SKI MITTENS
SKI HAT

595
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NO RTHEASTERN T-SHIR T $2.95
We print o~ anyth ing
WAR M-U P SUIT
SALE ENOS

Reg .

$29 .00

NOW
$21 .95

DECEMB ER 14

SKI TRI P BOYNE MT
Jan. 24-26,

$75.00

SKI RACQUET.
AD for Discount!

3417 W. Bryn Mawr,
539-0338

